Lacrosse stick diagram

The most important gear for a lacrosse player is the lacrosse stick also called a Crosse. The
function of the lacrosse stick head is for handling the ball. Primarily, the lacrosse player uses
the head for cradling and throwing the ball. They are usually made from plastic but many
players favor the ones made from classic wood. The lacrosse sticks for men and women
actually differ from each other. The sidewalls for men should not be more than 2 inches tall. The
pocket of a lacrosse stick can be made from mesh, leather or nylon strings. The pocket of the
lacrosse stick is illegal if the top of the ball is located below the bottom of the sidewall when
placed at the head. According to US Lacrosse Rules, the lacrosse sticks for women can
measure from 7 to 9 inches wide and should be traditionally strung. The pocket should be made
from leather strings because mesh is not allowed. For the goalkeeper, the head of the lacrosse
stick may measure up to 12 inches wide and mesh for the pocket is allowed. The heads that
women use are often colorful because of customized pockets. They can use leather strings or
mesh for goalies that come in different colors. The handles of lacrosse sticks also referred as
shafts are often made from hollow metal or composite. The shape is usually octagonal to
provide the player a better grip and feel. Most handles nowadays are made from aluminum, alloy
or titanium. However, some players still use the traditional shafts that are made from wood. For
an offensive player, his or her lacrosse stick is often as short as possible and for a defensive
player, the lacrosse stick is as long as it is allowed to. This is to allow the defenseman to stay
far away from the player that is being covered for defending the goal effectively. You are
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play the sport of lacrosse. Players use the lacrosse stick to handle the ball and to strike or
"check" opposing players' sticks, causing them to drop the ball. The head of a lacrosse stick is
roughly triangular in shape and is strung with loose netting that allows the ball to be caught,
carried known as "cradling" , passed, or shot. A wood lacrosse stick is usually crafted from
hickory trees. Holes are drilled in the top portion of the head and the sidewall i. Leather
"runners" are strung from the top of the "head" to the "throat" of the stick. Then nylon string is
woven in to create the pocket. The wooden lacrosse stick dates back to the creation of the sport
and is still made by craftsmen around the world. Though modern lacrosse sticks made of
plastic have become the overwhelming choice for contemporary lacrosse players, traditional
wooden lacrosse sticks are still commonly used by box lacrosse goaltenders , senior and
masters players, and by women's field lacrosse players. Wooden sticks are still legal under
Canadian Lacrosse Association and NCAA rules but are subject to the same size regulations as
modern lacrosse sticks. The only exception to this is the Western Lacrosse Association , which
prohibited the use of wooden sticks by non-goaltenders some years ago. The last WLA player to
use one was A. Smith of the Coquitlam Adanacs , c. The head is strung with nylon or leather
strings to form a pocket. The dimensions of the stick length, width, sidewall height, and depth
of the pocket are governed by league rules, such as NCAA rules for collegiate players or FIL
rules for international players. The pocket of the head is where the ball is carried and caught. It
consists of interwoven string attached to the head. Traditional stringing with leather strings
interwoven with nylon has declined in popularity in favor of synthetic mesh stringing. Mesh is
typically made of nylon and comes in a variety of diamond configurations, which can affect the
pocket's throwing and retention characteristics. The typical mesh pocket uses four main nylon
strings to affix the mesh piece to the head: a topstring, two sidewalls, and a bottom string. The
topstring is often made of a slightly thicker string, in order to resist the abrasive forces that
come from scooping the ball up. The sidewalls are used to affix individual mesh diamonds to
the sidewall holes on the sidewall of the head. The sidewalls have the most effect on the
pocket's performance, as they dictate the placement of the pocket in the head, the tightness of
the channel of the pocket, and even the pocket depth. The bottom string is used to fine-tune the
pocket depth, and serves to keep the ball from slipping through the bottom of the pocket. In
addition to the four strings used to affix the mesh piece, shooting strings are woven through the
diamonds of the mesh in order to help fine-tune the pocket's characteristics. They can either be
made of typical nylon string, or a hockey style lace. Shooting strings are often used in straight,
U, or V shapes. They serve to increase the pocket's hold on the ball, as well as fine-tune the way
the stick throws. They can act to change the tension of various portions of the pocket, helping

to create a "ramp" for the ball to roll along as it exits the pocket. The pocket depth is governed
by rule as well. When the ball is placed in the deepest point, the top of the ball must not be
below the bottom of the sidewall. Modern handles, more commonly referred to as "shafts," are
made of hollow metal. They are usually octagonal, instead of round, in order to provide a better
grip. Most are made of aluminum , titanium , scandium , or alloys, but some shafts are still made
from other materials, including wood, plastic, or fiberglass. The open end of the hollow shaft
must be covered with tape or a plug commonly referred to as the "butt" or "butt end" of the
stick , usually made of rubber. The head of the stick is usually attached to the shaft with a screw
to keep it in place. Questions have arisen regarding the alteration of the shaft circumference. To
be clear, added tape to the shaft must not make the shaft exceed this circumference
measurement. In women's lacrosse, the stick dimensions are similar except the pocket depth is
much shallower. NCAA rules dictate that the head of a woman's stick may be from seven to nine
inches wide, and must be strung traditionally, with a pocket formed by a grid of leather strings.
The legal depth of a women's stick pocket is determined by the following test: the top of the
lacrosse ball, when placed in the pocket, must remain above the top edge of the sidewall.
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head effects your playing much more than many people realize, and it can be extremely difficult
to play well and consistently with a poorly strung stick. There are many different methods and
techniques to string your own stick, all creating a different final result. Finding a stringing
method that best suits you is all a matter of practice, but this guide will provide the basics to
experiment with stringing to find the method and pattern that you prefer. Buy these tools.
Unstring current lacrosse netting on head and gather the necessary stringing supplies. You
may cut the current strings, but I recommend keeping the mesh in tact for future stringing. Cut
your strings to the appropriate size. I generally cut the top string to be a little over a meter long,
and both of the sidewall strings to be a little less than a meter. Melt the ends of the string to
prevent fraying. After melting, I lick my fingers and pinch the tips of the string to create a pointy
tip that is easier to string. Have caution when pinching the tip, if your fingers are not salivated,
you will burn yourself. Tie a double knot at one end of the top string and wrap the string around
the first hole in the mesh and the first hole in the sidewall. Skip a hole of mesh, string the string
through the back of the head top hole, up through the mesh hole and around the back of the
string. Continue with the string down back through the mesh hole, up through the plastic hole,
and through the hole created in the string. Skip a hole of mesh, and repeat this knot. The top
string will consist of 4 of these knots, so divide up the plastic holes to string evenly. Different
heads will require different spacing. On this head, a Gait Torque, I skipped 2 holes in the plastic.
Pull the string tight between each knot. Lock the final hole to the plastic as you did when
tying-on the mesh. Secure the string with a simple single or double knot. Begin to tie the first
sidewall knot. Go down through the mesh and down through the sidewall. Skip a sidewall hole
or two in the plastic while at the top of the stick. Pro Tip: When stringing the side wall,
remember, "over- over". Go over the mesh, and over the sidewall hole in the plastic. Pro Tip:
This knot is known as an interlock, and will sometimes be represented in a string pattern by an
"i". By going back up through the mesh hole, you are essentially "locking" the mesh to the hole
in the plastic sidewall and creating much more tension in the mesh that would otherwise be
slack. Leave some space in the sidewall, and interlock the next mesh hole to the sidewall as
before. Start stringing regular sidewall knots. For these, you continue to go "over-over" but you
do not go back through the hole in the mesh. Pro Tip: When you have reached the point where
the width of your head narrows, you want to start creating a pocket with your sidewall. Because
you want a pocket, you want to STOP interlocking so that you relieve tension and create slack
where you want your pocket. Pull the knot tight, and go through the next hole in the mesh, then
the next hole in the sidewall. Continue to go "over-over" with your simple sidewall knots. Use
these until you reach the bottom of the sidewall. Make sure to pull the string tight between each
knot. Tie off the string at the bottom of the stick with a simple single or double knot. String the
sidewall on the other side in the same way with the exact same knot pattern. If you use a

different knot pattern on this side your mesh will not be even. Create a bottom string from the
extra sidewall string if available. The bottom string only needs to be around 6 inches long. Melt
the tips of the bottom string, tie a knot, and insert the string into the plastic at the bottom of the
stick. In a 10 diamond mesh row, weave the bottom string through the mesh by going in and out
of each hole in a row. Pro Tip: You can adjust the depth of your pocket by loosening or
tightening the bottom string. Start stringing the shooting strings towards the top of the stick by
going through a hole of mesh. Leave only a couple inches of string outside the stick as shown.
Once woven once through, go around the plastic sidewall, and weave the string back through
the same row going above, then below the current weave. Pro Tip: For the cleanest looking
shooters, make sure to weave back on the opposite side of the mesh to cover up any part of
mesh in the row. You can see this difference on the right and left side in the picture. Add in the
desired amount of shooters. This picture is an example of a shooter known as a "nylon" which
is essentially a sidewall string in the place of a shooter. Pro Tip: Shooters placed in different
rows create a different feeling when throwing. It's all a matter of trial and error, as well as
personal preference to decide where to put your shooters. Notice how the shooters in this
pocket are tied off on different sides. Pro Tip: Finding a string job that suits you is all a matter of
personal preference. Change up your sidewall pattern and shooters to find a stringing taste that
you prefer. Pro Tip: Stick stringing takes lots of practice. If this is your first string job, your
knots most likely are not as clean as you might like them to be. Practice, pull your knots tight,
and practice more. You will be stringing like a pro in no time! Pro Tip: Look up new knots, new
patterns, new pocket ideas, and add some personality to your strings! Once you get the basics
down, experiment with all kinds of sidewall knots in your quest for the perfect pocket. Cancel: I
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Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Lacrosse players use different
lingo and slang when referring to their sticks and the different parts of their sticks, but it is still
called the lacrosse stick. If you are a beginner player, parent, coach, referee, or spectator this
article is for you. A lacrosse stick is called a lacrosse stick, Crosse, or just a stick for short.
Some players like to give their lacrosse sticks nicknames as well. Different names and slang
can change regionally as well. Almost every part of your lacrosse stick can be customized,
replaced, and repaired. When shopping for new parts do your research and see what will work
best for you. The basic parts of the lacrosse stick are the head, the pocket, and the shaft. There
are many different parts of the stick that you will learn along the way. Some parts are more
important to know if you are restringing your head or customizing your stick, but a basic
lacrosse stick will have all the parts you need already set up for you. The stick part of the
lacrosse stick is called the shaft. Players also use the term stick to refer to their entire lacrosse
stick and not just the shaft. Sticks can come in many different colors, sizes, and styles,
depending on your position and preference. The lacrosse stick regulations have changed over
the years, but the shaft has generally stayed the same. The long part of the lacrosse stick is
called the shaft and it is typically a long metal pole but it can also be made of other materials
such as wood or composite. The shape of the shaft can vary as well between being smooth or
ridged. Players also like to wrap grip tape around the bottom and top of the shaft for better grip
and control. The shaft is where players will hold their lacrosse stick during games because it is
against the rules to hold the net of the lacrosse stick. Players refer to the end of the stick as the
butt of the stick. The end cap is an important piece that protects the stick from having an
exposed edge that can be dangerous if it hits yourself or another person. The net of the
lacrosse stick has a few different names depending on which part you are referring to. Your
mesh can come in different colors, depending on your preference. If your mesh rips or breaks,
you can replace it and have your head restrung. The pocket is the part of the net where you can
hold the ball easily. The pocket can protect the ball from falling out while you are running or
being defended by other players. The deepness and shape of your pocket are very important
and can affect your throwing and shooting. The net of the lacrosse stick is held to the head by
lacrosse strings. There are different strings for different purposes, such as the top, bottom, and
sidewall strings. There are also the shooter strings that affect the way the ball releases from
your pocket. The way your strings are strung can depend on the rules and regulations which
have changed over the years. Double-check to make sure your strings are up to code. The head
of the lacrosse stick is the plastic part that the netting is tied to. Depending on your field

position you may have a different looking head. The heads can also look different for men and
women players. The head shape is designed to give you an advantage in either catching and
defending or throwing and shooting fast shots. The rounded top part of the head is called the
scoop. The scoop is where you scoop the ball up off of the ground. This part can have different
tilts and shapes depending on your field position. The sidewall is the side of the head and it
functions as the structural integrity of the head. Different heads may have different designs on
the sidewall. Overall the sidewall should be strong and hold up after hitting and scooping
groundballs but also flexible for passing and shooting. The throat is the part where the lacrosse
stick head attaches to the shaft. The throat slide over the shaft and usually a screw helps to
hold the head in place. The throat can also come in different angles which can affect your
throwing and overall gameplay. The goalie has a different stick than everyone else on the field.
Goalie sticks have a much larger head and a deeper pocket. Their stick is designed for stopping
goals and catching fastballs. They can also throw the ball quite far but may not have good
accuracy and cradling abilities as a regular lacrosse stick. Men and women players have very
different lacrosse sticks, so be sure to buy the stick that is appropriate for You. The defensive
players have longer shafts that enable them to throw the ball farther down the field. Lacrosse
sticks can seem tricky to newcomers at first, but with the basic lingo, you can ask questions
and learn more about your lacrosse stick in no time. Long time players may even accumulate
multiple sticks over the years as their gameplay changes and try out new positions. Every
lacrosse stick is different and very personal to its owner, so have fun and appreciate your
lacrosse stick as an extension of yourself. Well, Lacrosse balls get made from vulcanized
rubber, which has additives to make them soft. Over time the oils and plasticizers begin to move
toward the ball's surface, creating the oily coating and When it comes to finding a sport to play,
there a variety of options to choose from. When narrowing down those options, it may come
down to whether you want to be on the ice or a Skip to content. Table of Contents. Continue
Reading. The field is similar in size to a soccer field and includes a center circle like soccer.
Twelve players, including the goal keeper, take the field for each team. A typical player
arrangement includes four defensive players, four offensive players, and three midfield players.
While lacrosse is a fairly fluid game, each player, or set of players, has a basic role. This
downloadable diagram includes a general explanation of each position and field markings with
dimensions and descriptions. Girls Lacrosse Positions and Field Diagram. Arc and Fan with
Dimensions. While not specifically lined out, in this area penalty administration is different than
in other parts of the field. In other words, the same foul is penalized differently when committed
in the critical scoring area, than the middle of the field. Goal Circle â€” The circle around the
goal with a radius of 2. For more detail see the post on the three seconds rule. Restraining Line
â€” There are two restraining lines; one on each scoring end, thirty yards up from the goal line.
They need to be quick on the slide and protect the goal keeper. High Defense â€” The first line
of defense responsible for picking up attacking wings in transition, killing fast breaks, and also
the opposite role of transiti
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oning the ball back to her attacking teammates. This is a tough fast player. Center â€” Another
midfielder with the same role as the wings, but this player has a special skill â€” taking the
draw. Draw control is important and a big factor in getting scoring chances. Low Attack â€” The
primary responsibility of a low attacker is to score. They work all around the goal cutting to
receive a pass for a shot or cutting to make room for another player. Good stick skills and good
shooting technique are essential. Playing defense can be a tough skill to master for younger
lacrosse players due to the nature of the rules regarding contact and stick control. Often times,
at the youth level, one of two scenarios [â€¦]. There are many rules and fouls in girls lacrosse to
keep the game safe for the players. This is a summary of common girls lacrosse rules to review
with new players and includes much of [â€¦]. Like this: Like Loading Next Girls Lacrosse
Equipment for Beginners. About Privacy Policy.

